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VARIABLE SPEED PUMPS
Best thing to happen to the industry?
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Welcome to the latest issue of Pool+Spa. 

As guest editor for the magazine, I’ve had 

to learn a lot about this fascinating industry 

in a relatively short space of time. Thankfully, 

the road has been paved by a number of 

industry members who have keenly offered 

their assistance.

Some industries are more dynamic than 

others and my immediate impression of 

the pool and spa industry is that it is full 

of passionate, professional people, which 

not only makes my job easier but also all 

the more interesting.

I love that there is a healthy amount of 

debate around the articles published both 

online and in the magazine, and that so 

many of our readers make contact to put 

forward their views. Speaking of which, the 

clicks vs bricks discussion is still attracting 

comment, which you can read about in 

this issue.

Our latest Industry Roundtable focuses on 

the oft-misunderstood variable speed pump. 

Our contributors have offered some valuable 

insights which may sway your opinion, should 

you doubt the benefits, and give you some 

decent sales arguments to boot.

And on a final note, I’m so thrilled to report 

that the regular editor of Pool+Spa, Alice 

Richard, is no longer expecting! In news 

that is sure to delight those of you who 

know Alice, she is now the proud mum of 

a beautiful baby girl. Everyone is happy and 

healthy and very much looking forward to 

getting to know each another.

I hope that I manage to adequately fill 

Alice’s shoes while I babysit Pool+Spa 

in her absence. Please, keep the tradition 

alive, and feel free to drop me a line with 

your thoughts.

Kind regards,

Dannielle Furness

Editor

dfurness@westwick-farrow.com.au
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THE BEST THING TO HAPPEN TO 
THE INDUSTRY?

I N D U S T R Y  R O U N D TA B L E

SELLING  
VARIABLE  
SPEED PUMPS

Our Industry Roundtable brought 
together five variable speed pump 
experts who shared their knowledge 
on the topic to give you the info to 
close the deal on a variable speed 
pump sale.

Alice Richard
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David Daft, NSW 
Business Development 
Manager, Zodiac Group

OUR PANEL

Mal Jensen,  
Qld Sales Manager, 
Continental Water

Kerry Hoare,  
Director,  
Joy Pool Systems

Peter Wallace,  
Managing Director, 
AstralPool Australia

T
he pump isn’t exactly the 
sexiest piece of pool equip-
ment, and it can be over-
looked in favour of the more 
interesting components like 

automation or robotic cleaners. But 
money talks — and this is the best 
way to convince your client that the 
extra upfront cost will save them in 
the long run.

Why variable speed?
“There is in some segments of the market 
a disbelief in the value of variable speed 
pumps, and it always amazes me why a 
builder or a shop won’t offer a variable 
speed pump because the payback on 
the price difference between the single 
speed and the variable speed is so short,” 
said Peter Wallace, managing director of 
Astral Pool Australia.

“Say you’ve got to buy a variable 
speed pump for $1400 or $1000. That 
might sound like a lot of money, but 
you’re going to spend $600 or $800 on a 
standard single speed pump. So the price 
difference is [around] $500. The payback 
on that is probably only six months. Why 
anyone would not at least offer that to 
a pool buyer or a person who’s looking 
for a replacement pump is beyond me.”

How does he arrive at this figure?
“Well, a single speed pump — even a 

1 hp at 28 c/kW — is going to cost $900, 
$1000 a year, depending if you turn it 
back in winter or not to four hours. But 
it’s going to cost between $700 and 
$1000 to run. If you run a variable speed 
pump and set it up correctly, for the right 
flow rate, it’s going to cost something like 
$150 a year to operate. So you’re looking 
at a minimum of a $600-a-year saving, up 
to $800 or $900 a year,” he said.

Over the lifespan of a pump, that adds 
up to savings of $5000-$8000, says 
Wallace. “I can’t understand why anyone 

wouldn’t at least give their customer the 
opportunity to make that saving.”

Tweaking the system
Pools are rarely one-size-fits-all, and that’s 
where variable speed pumps come into their 
own: they can be tweaked so they suit each 
set-up perfectly.

“The variable in any swimming pool is 
the hydraulics. No pool is exactly the same. 
So with a variable speed pump, you can 
tune it to the pipework underground,” said 
Kerry Hoare, director of Joy Pool Systems. 
While he now manufactures chlorinators, 
Hoare has been in the industry since 1986 
and spent many years running pool shops 
offering service to domestic clients, so he’s 
seen plenty of pumps in action.

While Hoare thought Wallace’s calculations 
were a bit optimistic, he acknowledged that 
variable speed pumps mean serious savings.

“When it comes to the saving, I don’t 
think you’re going to save the amount that 
you [Wallace] are saying, but you definitely 
are going to save something. And even if 
you are saving $200 a year, let’s say the 
payback’s over two years and the life of the 
pump should be 10 years, so you are going 
to save money there,” he said.

“I think it’s more they should be sold on 
how good they are — not so much the money 
saving. That’s how I look at it.”

David Daft, Zodiac Group’s business 
development manager for NSW, sat on the 
fence, saying that both parties made good 
points.

“If you have a simple pool that’s just for 
filtration purposes and you’re looking at the 
star ratings, the eight star ratings, and at that 
top of 120 L/min, then you’re going to see 
the savings that Peter mentioned,” he said.

“But what Kerry’s saying is, you have your 
equipment that needs more flow in some 
cases, so it’s not really always a perfect 
scenario where you can run your pump at 
120, 160 L/min and satisfy all of the other 

appliances on the pool. And the majority 
of the situations, vacuuming, backwashing, 
you need to increase the flow rates. You 
tailor a pump to suit a situation.”

Knowing how to do the maths to explain 
the savings correctly to your client is vital, 
Daft says.

“It’s about education: it’s knowing your 
sums; it’s knowing your kilowatts; how 
many kilowatts you’re being charged per 
hour. As Peter said, the national average 
is around 29 to 30 cents per kilowatt hour. 
If you work that out on average between 
six [hours], you want to turn your pool 
over twice. And when you calculate it, 
you’re [spending] $1000 with a single 
speed motor.”

Low and slow
Another benefit of variable speed pumps 
is the impact they have on other pool 
equipment. “One other thing that everyone 
misses in this: if you halve the flow, you 
reduce the pressure in the system by 
75%. So instead of running at 100 kPa, 
you’re now running at 25 kPa. And what 
does that do to all the other equipment 
in the system? Everything lasts longer: 
your heater lasts longer; your filter lasts 
longer; your chlorinator lasts longer; your 
pipework lasts longer,” said Wallace.

Not only that, but the filtration system 
can run more effectively.

“Because the flow rate running through 
the filter is lower, they’re actually filtering 
better so they’re taking out more rubbish 
so you don’t have to backwash them as 
often. When you do actually backwash 
them, you’re really backwashing well 
because you’re doubling the flow rate,” 
said Hoare.

How to sell a variable  
speed pump
While you may be very well aware of the 
benefits and features of a variable speed 

Tom Giannoulis, 
NSW Sales Manager, 
Continental Water
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pump, your client may not. So what do you 
need to tell your client to convince them that 
the extra expense is worth it?
Wallace breaks it down:

“Number one, you’ve got to explain the 
physics behind saving energy, [then] people 
start to get why it’s saving energy. Two, 
you’ve got to explain the ancillary benefits 
of variable speed: it’s quieter, there’s lower 
pressures in the system, you’re not going to 
annoy your neighbours with the noise of the 
pump, everything lasts longer. Also, due to 
the lower velocity of the water speed through 
the filter, you get much better filtration 
resulting in much better water quality. And 
three, you’ve got to demonstrate to the 
builder and retailer — and the consumer — 
and prove to them that they’re going to save 
more money,” he said.

“When you buy a pool, you’re going to 
incur a cost of operating it. And with a single 
speed pump and a chlorinator, just a basic 
pool, that cost is going to be something like 
$1000 a year. Or you can go to a variable 
speed pump and that cost will come down 
to $150, plus maybe a couple of hundred 
dollars for the chlorinator — $300 a year. 
That’s approximately a $700-a-year saving!

“So if you’re going to buy a pool and incur 
a cost, why not make it the minimum cost? 
If you’ve got a pool and you already own it 
and you need to replace a part, why would 
you spend $600 or $800 and continue to 
spend $1000 a year on operating that pool 
when you can spend $200 or $150 a year to 
operate that pool? And if you can get that 
through people and get them to believe that 
those energy savings are real — [even if] 
we’ve got to run it at 200 L/min — it’s still 
$600 a year saved.”

You can’t afford not to quote 
on a variable speed pump

Our Roundtable part icipants were 
unanimous on one point in particular: 
pool builders who don’t offer the option 
of variable speed will lose sales to those 
who do.

 “A consumer is going to get several 
quotes for [their] pool. And [they’re] then 
going to go and research. You only need one 
of those people quoting on the swimming 
pool to recommend a variable speed pump 
and the consumer to research it and say, 
‘Yep, I believe that. These other people 
haven’t quoted that, so [the others are] not 
giving me the best advice’,” said Wallace.

“The builder not offering a variable speed 
pump will lose sales. He will lose pool sales 
because his competitors are offering it.  

It happened very quickly. We went from zero 
[variable speed] pumps in 2007 to 60-70% of 
all filter pumps now [being] variable speed 
because one builder starts and the other has 
to keep up to be competitive in the market.”

Despite the evidence, there are still pool 
builders out there who simply won’t engage 
with variable speed pumps. But why? Is it the 
cost? Probably. Is it a lack of understanding? 
It shouldn’t be.

“ I  have one bui lder who wi l l  not 
sell variable speeds,” said Mal Jensen, 
Continental Water’s Queensland pool division 
sales manager.

“He doesn’t believe it works. You can 
show him all the data… I’ve sat there 
with him and worked it out. We’ve got the 
calculator — you can put all your data in: put 
your kilowatts in; put your running times on 
medium, high, low, hours that you run it. And 
it will give you exactly what it costs to run it. 
You run it exactly that way, that’s what it’s 
going to cost you per year.

“He’s a lower- to medium-end builder and 
basically [if] there’s $300 or $400 on the 
pump, he thinks he’s going to lose. I don’t 
know if he doesn’t want to understand, or 
he doesn’t believe it. He says he doesn’t 
think they actually work. [But] they’ve been 
around for a while now; I think they’ve proven 
themselves.”

How to get retail staff selling 
more variable speed pumps

While pool bui lders wanting to be 
competitive will need to suggest variable 
speed pumps, it’s in the retail space that this 
opportunity is most often missed.

“If a consumer walks into a retailer and 
says ‘How much can I get a 1 hp pump for? 
Mine’s broken down’, what’s the easiest thing 
for a staff member [to do]?” asked Wallace.

“Sell them a 1 hp pump,” answered Jensen. 
And herein lies the problem. “People get 
lazy. It’s a little bit harder and it takes more 

time to sell a $1200 pump. And that’s the 
easiest thing to do: ‘Oh, if you’ve got a 1 hp 
on there, I can put another 1 hp on there for 
600 bucks.’ It takes a little bit more time, 
effort and understanding to explain why you 
would spend another $500 now to save $800 
a year,” said Wallace.

“And if the industry — the shop owners 
— aren’t  educating their staff ,  i f  the 
builders aren’t educating their sales people, 
[consumers] wil l natural ly go back to 
price. We as an industry need to get to the 
salespeople and the staff and continually 
remind them of how to sell variable speed 
and the benefits to the consumer.

“The consumer will never argue. There’s 
so many great letters from consumers 
saying, ‘[Buying a variable speed pump 
was the] best thing I’ve ever done.’ No 
consumer’s ever disappointed about their 
variable speed pump. They love it.”

This was the general consensus of the 
Roundtable: variable speed pumps are great 
for the client and great for the trade.

“I reckon variable speed pumps are one 
of the best things that’ve ever happened to 
this industry,” said Hoare.

What’s your experience been with variable 
speed pumps? Are they all they’re cracked 
up to be? Let us know! Email ps@westwick-
farrow.com.au.

I N D U S T R Y  R O U N D TA B L E

R O U N DTA B L E
Stay tuned for our dedicated pool heating 
Industry Roundtable eNewsletter, where 
we’ll have more in-depth articles about 
pool heating, plus additional insights from 
other industry experts. To subscribe, visit 
www.poolandspareview.com.au/subscribe. 
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Do you have an opinion on a hot topic in the pool and spa industry? 
Get in touch! Email ps@westwick-farrow.com.au.

YOUR SAY
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I would like to add my thoughts and feedback on your recent article ‘If 

you’re not online, you’re not in the game’.

In reference to a store losing sales after 10 demonstrations — this was 

purely down to sales ability and the qualification process of the bricks 

and mortar store. I believe it is more of a [deep seated] issue, with Max 

Williams very much simplifying the issue at hand.

While many of us can improve with sales training, an end-user will simply 

not be prepared to pay what can equate to double the price (asked by 

a bricks and mortar retailer), versus buying from an online dealer who is 

prepared to make ultra-skinny margins on a like-for-like product.

This has nothing to do with sales ability, but is more the point of a 

retailer doing all the ‘heavy lifting’, only for the end-user to walk away 

and purchase the product online for far less. In a case like the above, 

the retailer has invested significant time (which is an overhead) in order 

to educate the public and create the demand. For an internet reseller 

to then undermine a fair margin for this is counter-productive in the long 

term for most products (except commodity products). For example, with-

out the demonstration, would the end-user have just purchased online? 

Invariably the answer is ‘no’.

It must be outlined — there is a tipping point at which an end-user will 

pay more to purchase like-for-like goods from a local store than from 

an internet retailer.

Whilst I wholeheartedly agree that bricks and mortar stores do need 

up-to-date websites, to push and promote their services in their local 

area and to assist in educating consumers, your article seems to drive 

the point that these websites should be more sales-focused than in-

formational. The reference to suppliers “forcefully resisting having pool 

shops sell their brands online”, and this in turn hurting pool shops and 

themselves, is a very interesting and a contentious point.

I will make reference to my 

above point about margins. 

If suppliers allowed a free-

for-all, with all brands and 

sundry products being sold 

on the internet, we would find 

our bricks and mortar stores 

closing faster than we would 

care to imagine.

Taking that to the extreme, 

imagine if all pool shops cre-

ated a website with ecommerce capability and attempted to sell at high 

margins locally (to cover the overhead of local demonstrations) and at 

lower margins outside their area. When the end user buys everything 

online, this erodes the entire network of bricks and mortar stores doing 

the local ‘heavy lifting’, leading to cannibalisation, closures and the loss 

of industry support and market development. If a new product comes 

along that needs that local development effort in order to create de-

mand — there is no network left. Some simple commodity-type products 

should be sold on the internet — on this I must agree — but there is 

absolutely a calling for some products to be sold only through the bricks 

and mortar channel. This is for the protection of this very channel and 

for the industry as a whole.

Suppliers that market via the web, providing information and intimate 

product knowledge and then referring enquiries back to bricks and mortar 

stores are the ones that are trying to protect their customers and the 

industry — not hurt them. This I can assure you!

Chris Papa

Business Director, Maytronics

www.maytronics.com

Letter to the Editor:  
RE: If you’re not online, you’re not in the game

©freeimages.com/profile/rpspublici
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LIGHTEN UP
Lighting systems add safety, beauty and functionality 

INDEPENDENT OR FRANCHISE?The benefits and drawbacks 

http://www.zodiac.com.au
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LEE SALISBURY
Sapphire Wetwork Pool and Spa

Lee Salisbury is an industry veteran 
of 17 years. With a background 
in real estate that helped launch 
a successful retail pool business, 
she is now following her passion 
and moving into mentoring, 
specifically for members of the 
pool and spa industry.

A firm belief in collaboration and a quest for learning are the keys 
to Salisbury’s success and something she is keen to see more of in other 
pool and spa business people.

After many successful years in the retail space, Salisbury wanted to utilise her 
extensive training experience and intimate knowledge of the sector to help others 
ignite their passion and to take their company to the next level. So, what advice 
can you give someone wanting to do just that?

“Be professional. We are an industry that deals with the health and safety of 
people and it’s vital that those involved take it seriously. Training, knowledge, being 
qualified, holding a licence and being an association member are all part of that. 
Show your customers you are professional and qualified. In turn, this will raise 
the bar for the industry and demonstrate to the public that this is a genuinely 
specialised field with no room for cowboys,” Salisbury said.

It is an industry that could benefit from closer collaboration as well, as Salis-
bury sees it.

“As business owners and managers, we are not each other’s competition, but 
allies,” she said.

“Take issues such as the recent changes in pool fencing laws — and who can 
and can’t inspect. We have strength in our numbers, if everyone would just work 
together under a united front. These are matters which affect us all, but how many 
people actually read all of the proposals and submissions and then put forward 
their opinion? It’s important to attend industry meetings, have a voice and make 
it heard.”

Seventeen years is a long time and there’s been plenty of change while Salis-
bury has been involved.

“The retail sector playing field has changed considerably since we started. Back 
then the internet didn’t really exist and mass merchants hadn’t really started to play 
in the swimming pool products market. Now every Bunnings, Masters and Mitre 10 
has its own pool department, many with dedicated water testing facilities. Add the 
internet into the mix and the competition has been thrown wide open.

“While this was initially met with fear from most retail pool shops and service 
businesses, many are now actively seeking suppliers that are loyal to them, those 
that have a low (or no) internet/mass merchant presence, with a good support 
system and great product quality. If you compete on price alone, you’ll often lose. 
If you compete with quality, support, superior service, expert advice and professional 
installations, you have an added advantage,” she said.

“I can’t stress it enough — customer service is the key. In this day and age 
even shopping at a pool store is a ‘retail experience’ and customers reward good 
service with repeat business.

Salisbury’s industry knowledge is extensive. She puts this down to two things: 
passion and a constant desire to learn.

“The one thing about this industry is that you never stop learning. If you think 
you know it all, then it’s time to get out. It is an industry that continually develops 
and changes — new products, new ways of doing things, new laws and regulations. 
You need to keep up to date, have an open mind and learn as much as you can 
about the products you supply, including specifics like chemistry and hydraulics. 
Your knowledge is what sets you apart.

“My passion for the industry, my business and sharing my knowledge is what 
continually drives me. I take what we do very seriously, have great pride in my 

business, my expertise and everything that I do. This attitude has contributed 
hugely to my success.”

POOL  KNOWLEDGE ...of
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Discover more about Theralux and how to 
become a dealer today.  
Contact your local IQ Account Manager  
or IQ Distributor on 1300 131 788.

Combining advanced filtration technology with a 
mineral enhanced additive, Theralux will provide 
the healthiest and safest swimming environment 
for your backyard. 

• Soft and natural feel
• Moisturises your skin as you swim
• Gentle on sensitive skin
•  Provides a natural relief to muscular complaints  

and relaxes your nervous system
• Eco intelligent and easy to use technology
• Super low running costs
• Operates at a low level TDS level of 3000ppm
•  Offers the flexibility of running the system with 

or without a mineral additive

www.theralux.com.au

A DIVISION OF

‘One swim leaves you feeling calm, 
nourished, rejuvenated and revitalised. 
It’s like a natural bath in your backyard’
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MAKING WAVES
Investigations begin on leaky Canberra 
Olympic Pool
Investigative work has commenced on Canberra’s Olympic Pool after 
the pool was found to be losing 46,000 litres of water each day - 
the equivalent of an Olympic pool’s worth of water every fortnight.

Australian Leak Detection has started work on the pool to detect 
the source of the leak, ABC News has reported. The company 
reportedly plans to isolate the pipes by plugging the pool to determine 
the source of the leak.

“We use rubber plugs and blow up certain lines, plug them off and 
then we do static tests to see what amount of water is lost through 
those pipes,” Australian Leak Detection’s John Myers told the ABC.

If the shell of the pool is the cause of the leak, it can be detected 
using fluorescent dyes.

“Breaking the system down, there’s only so many pipes in it, and 
if it’s not in one pipe, it’s got to be in the other or in the shell,” Myers 
said. The pools have reportedly been losing water since 2013, but 
attempts to identify the source of the leak and repair the pool have 
thus far been unsuccessful. The complex’s outdoor pool has been 
identified as the main problem, but up to 30% of the water loss is 
thought to be coming from the indoor Olympic pool.

The complex’s outdoor and indoor pools have been closed while 
the investigation is carried out. Once the cost of leak repairs has 
been established, the ACT Government will assess whether the 
outdoor pools will be refurbished.

Ceramic tile and stone technical seminar
The LATICRETE Australian Profit Through Knowledge Technical 
Seminar is a two-day, intensive training program specifically 
developed for ceramic tile and stone industry distributors, dealers and 
other industry professionals who want to improve their profitability 
and increase their productivity as they become familiar with 
LATICRETE products. Experienced instructors utilise both classroom 
instruction and hands-on product demonstrations. Attendees also 
have the opportunity to meet with key LATICRETE personnel.

LATICRETE offers training and classes that discuss commercial, 
residential, industrial tile and stone installation practices and industry 
standards, and should be attended by anyone wanting to:
• gain a better understanding of the ceramic tile and stone industry;
• learn how to select and recommend the most suitable installation 

materials;
• gain comprehensive knowledge of LATICRETE products and 

installations;
• learn trade definitions, performance requirements and industry 

standards;
• learn how to solve and avoid job problems;
• participate in hands-on product demonstrations.

The two-day seminars are conducted at LATICRETE Technical 
Training Centres and other professional training venues located 
across Australia. Class sizes are limited to 12 participants and all 
attendees receive relevant books, technical binders and product 
catalogues. A full schedule of upcoming events is available in 
PDF format here. Contact seminars@laticrete.com.au for more 
information.
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Zodiac conference a success
Zodiac Group Australia brought together national Titanium dealers 
in early June for the annual Titanium Conference. This year, the 
conference was hosted at Uluru and included a variety of events, 
including plenty of time to soak up the natural beauty of the majestic 
sandstone monolith.

It wasn’t all sunrises and sunsets on the rock though, with dealers 
divided into small groups to attend five different training sessions. 
These sessions covered a range of topics including:
• an overview of new equipment, which included pumps, heaters, 

automation solutions and pool lighting;
• an unveiling of the new range of robotic cleaners and a 

competition against a professional driver;
• an overview of the improvements that have been made to Zodiac’s 

pool and spa chemical range and supply chain solutions;
• a look into Zodiac’s premium pool experience, MagnaPool, and 

what distinguishes it from other ‘mineral’ pool products in the 
market;

• how to leverage social media to establish businesses as thought 
leaders in the industry, drive customer engagement and educate 
their customers on their offerings.
The Zodiac Titanium Program is designed to support the growing 

network of independent Australian pool professionals who stock and 
support all Zodiac core product lines. 
To learn more, contact your local 
account manager.

MAKING WAVES

Attendees soak up the beauty of Uluru

Do you want the freedom

24 Swallow Rd, South Grafton NSW 2460  Ph: (02) 6643 1606

Wymo Lifting Aids

“Just wanted to say thank you. We had the pool hoist installed last week 
and it is working perfectly - no more scraping skin off or wrecking my 
shoulders trying to get out of the pool. You have made a well thought out 
quality product that has improved my quality of life significantly and at the 
same time given me so much fun and freedom.”

Self-Operated Pool Access Hoist

 to have FUN!?

www.wymo.com.au

Work begins on Big Banana waterslides
Construction work on the Big Banana’s new $1.6 million waterslide 
complex has begun, with Coffs Harbour Mayor Denise Knight turning 
the first sod.

Coffs-based Swimplex Aquatics will manage the construction, 
which will include 96 and 100 m open-body slides, a 119 m raft ride 
and a 45° ‘kamikaze’ slide. The rides will launch from a 14 m high 
platform, Swimplex Aquatics’ Daniel Leaver told the Coffs Coast 
Advocate. The project will also include an AquaTower with tipping 
bucket, interactive water toys, three more kid-sized water slides 
and an interactive water jet zone. The project is expected to be 
completed in September.

US Centers for Disease Control steps in
A major educational campaign by the US Department of Health 
and Human Services, specifically the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, has been launched to coincide with the Northern 
Hemisphere summer.

Recreational water illness (RWI) is apparently a large enough 
problem in the US to warrant the initiative, which offers salient advice 
for swimmers to stay healthy including some obvious tips such as 
not relieving oneself in a pool, not swallowing water and showering 
before getting in.

The campaign focuses on the decreasing efficacy of chemicals 
such as chlorine and bromine when additional elements, including 
sweat (and other unmentionables), are present in pool water. It targets 
parents, particularly those of small children, and includes advice such 
as taking the kids for regular bathroom breaks, making sure everyone 
leaves the water at least once an hour and using test strips to check 
chemical levels.

Swimmers are advised that healthy pools, waterparks and spas 
should not emanate a strong chemical smell and that what is often 
identified as the smell of chlorine is, in fact, the combination of 
chemicals with human ‘adulterants’.



http://www.pentairpool.com.au
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www.doublebaysolar.com.au  |  1300 724 132  |  sales@doublebaysolar.com.au

SOLAR   |   GAS   |   HEAT PUMP

       

S O L A RDouble BaoDoDoDoDoDoo
eisure Coast &

Pool heating specialists
We can help you with your heating requirements

 18 years of service in the Pool industry

Domestic building contract changes
From 1 July, new mandatory requirements for domestic building 
contracts come into effect in Queensland. SPASA Qld offers some 
insight into the changes and what it means to the pool and spa industry.

The changes had been discussed but shelved due to the recent 
election and change of government, resulting in significant delays in 
implementation. The legislation has only recently been passed with a 
narrow window available to update industry standard documents and 
SPASA is in the process of doing this now.

Under the new arrangements different contractual requirements 
for domestic building work will apply, based on the value of the work.  
A ‘Level 1 Renovation, Extension and Repair Contract’ will apply to 
lower-value domestic building work. A ‘Level 2 Renovation, Extension 
and Repair Contract’ will be used for work of $20,000 and over and 
there will also be a revised ‘New Home Construction Contract’.

For Level 2 contracts and the New Home Construction Contract, 
a Consumer Building Guide must be provided by the contractor to 
the client prior to signing a contract. The guide replaces the Contract 
Information Statement and provides key information about the rights 
and obligations of the parties. A copy of the guide is available here.

Some other changes are:
• Within 10 days of the work commencing, the contractor must provide 

the owner with a commencement notice, confirming the start date 
and the date for practical completion.

• Contractors can charge a larger deposit where the value of work 
performed off-site is more than 50% of the total contract price, such 
as with prefabricated pools. In these circumstances, a maximum 
deposit of 20% of the contract price will be permitted.

• Designated stages for home construction contracts will be removed 
and parties may negotiate their own progress payment stages 
appropriate to the particular project.

MAKING WAVES

• The express requirement for contracts to specify allowances for 
calculable delays has been removed.

• Document requirements for extension of time claims will be 
introduced.

• There is an increase in the warranty period for non-structural defects 
from 6 months to 1 year; an owner has 12 months in which to report 
a defect from first becoming aware of it.

• It is important to stress that all progress payments must be 
proportionate to the total value of work performed on-site; it is no 
longer possible to contract out of this provision.
If you have current versions of the SPASA Qld Swimming or Spa 

Pool Construction/Installation contracts, please note they should not 
be used beyond 30 June 2015. You should purchase new versions once 
they are available. Only use the new version for any contracts signed 
after 1 July 2015. Please note: current versions that are signed on or 
prior to 30 June 2015 will remain valid.

SPASA highly recommends that you do not buy stock of the current 
contracts in bulk. You will need to dispose of any current contracts you 
have not used after 30 June 2015 as they will no longer comply with 
legislation. We are working hard to ensure an up-to-date version of the 
construction contract is available from 1 July 2015.
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Australia takes part in World’s Largest 
Swimming Lesson
Around the world, more than 800 aquatic facilities and registered 
swim schools from 22 countries took the plunge on Thursday 18 
June in the World’s Largest Swimming Lesson (WLSL).

Participants were required to teach the same lesson at the 
same time in order to try to break a Guinness World Record, 
according to Australasian Leisure Management (proud supporter 
of WLSL).

Swim Australia took part, insisting that even though the event 
is being run in Australia’s non-peak swimming season, drowning 
is a year-round reality, making water education and drowning 
prevention an ongoing issue.

Swim Australia Chief Executive Ross Gage stated, “Between 
1st July 2013 and 30th June 2014, 266 people drowned in 
Australia [and] 18%, or 48 of those deaths, occurred in winter. 
“Annually, accidental drowning tragedies still claim more young 
lives in Australian children four years and under than any other 
incident.

“While it’s cold outside, our advice is the same — no matter 
the season: it’s never too cool for swim school.”

Gage said that the main aim of this event is to raise worldwide 
awareness of water safety and the importance of swimming 
year round to help ensure skills are maintained and improved.

Prior to the event he added, “Although the World’s Largest 
Swimming Lesson was conceived in America, come 10 am on 
the 18th (June), while the USA schools and the rest of the world 
sleep, our Swim Australia Registered Swim Schools will be 
conducting the approved 30-minute lessons.

“The rest of the world will then follow suit come 10 am their 
local time, and hopefully we can collectively create history.”

The current Guinness record stands at 36,564 swimmers, 
set by the participants in the 2014 WLSL.

Since its first event in 2010, more than 120,000 people have 
participated in the WLSL events, and millions of individuals have 
learned about the vital importance of teaching children to swim.

Maytronics expands 
South Australian team
Maytronics Australia has welcomed 
Scott Allan to the team. Scott has 
been appointed as South Australian 
sales manager and will be based 
in  Ade la ide  wi th  Maytron ics ’ 
distributor Pool Power.

Scott brings with him over 15 
years’ experience in global luxury 
and consumer product wholesale 
across the Australian and New 
Zealand marketplace. With a strong 
background in account management, 
Scott will be responsible for growing 
the South Australian market through 
the Elite Dealer network, while 

gaining builder business and ensuring presentation, training 
and positioning is achieved at all stores.

http://www.waterco.com


Grate Pools 
by Stormtech.

Phone  1300 653 403 

Website  stormtech.com.au  

ArchitecturAl  
Grates + Drains

Pool surrounds 

Wet edge + infinity Pools 

Flexible Pool Designs 

Marine Grade stainless steel

Your pool design. The right grate selection.

Match the perfect drain to your pool environment with Stormtech’s 

superb range of linear, designer drainage systems. 

Manufactured in Australia from marine grade stainless steel, Stormtech 

systems bring the perfect balance of style, durability and sustainability  

to both outdoor and indoor environments.

View our complete selection of pool drainage systems and product 

applications on the Stormtech website, or call for more details.

http://www.stormtech.com.au
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INDUSTRYCHOICE

STORMTECH SLIMLINE — SPECIAL ASSEMBLY

Stormtech 
02 4423 1989
www.stormtech.com.au

Product Name
Stormtech Slimline — Special Assembly grating.

Application
The product is suited to a variety of applications, including pools, 
coping, pool areas and water features.

What features separate this product from others 
on the market?
Stormtech is the originator of this entire product category, having 
developed the first products. The systems are fully certified in 
Australia, the USA and many other mar-
kets. The product is manufactured in 
both Australia and the United States.

What significant benefit 
does it offer to the installer?
The product offers ease of assembly, ease 
of modification and ease of installation. 
No other product of its narrow profile has 
the intake and discharge flow rate of the 
Special Assembly. Intake is 4 litres per 
metre per second and discharge is up to 
30 litres per second. Aside from the basic 
product, all connections are made using 
standard plumbing fittings, which decreases 
both cost and lead times. No special tools 
are required, and specific tools — including 
a 32TPI hacksaw and PVC solvent cement — 
are already likely to be in an installer’s toolbox.

What significant benefit does it offer to the  
end user?
The product is easy to use and easy to clean. High-quality prod-
ucts are long lasting and carry a lifetime warranty on materials. 
Installations look the way they should and finish the way the 
end user expects. Project delays are unlikely, as the product is 
readily available at short notice. As a specialist in narrow linear 
drainage, Stormtech has an unrivalled body of knowledge avail-
able to support specialist pool installations across all water and 
pool types, from commercial wave pools to high-end domestic 
weir-edge or infinity pools.

Does the product provide any additional 
advantages?
Grating apertures are specifically designed to be safe for youngsters 
and are compliant against finger entrapment. The grating is also 

specifically profiled to ‘grab’ water and reduce water crossover 
from splashes, making this style of grating better suited to ‘wet 
deck’ applications. Being Australian-made and fully certified, 
all aspects of installation are developed here and deep techni-
cal support is available. The products are available from most 
plumbing and pool supply merchants and are therefore readily 
accessed, as are spare parts. Stormtech is the only drainage 
company to have achieved Green Tag certification and actively 
collaborates with designers such as Marc Newson.

Are there any design/
construction/compliance 
elements that make the 
product stand out?
Stormtech has been the recipient of the 
Good Design Selection multiple times 
and has also won the prestigious ICFF 
Editor’s Choice Award for Product of the 
Year. The company helped develop the 
Australian Standard for linear drains 
and has additionally achieved Green 
Tag certification.

Additional information
Stormtech offers designs and sys-
tems that cater to a range of 
budgets and applications. The 
global popularity of linear drains 

was pioneered by Stormtech, a point which is acknowledged by 
European manufacturers. The company only makes linear drains, 
so its energy is focused into only one area. The company devel-
oped the Slot Drain, Manifold Drain (Special Assembly), Linear 
Shower Channel, Level Threshold Drain and the Adjustable Leak 
Control Flange, with more innovations to come. Designers are 
increasingly working directly with Stormtech to develop bespoke 
solutions for private and public installations, while pool design-
ers continually look to the company for support and solutions 
when using stainless steel and other metals in such challenging 
environments.

http://www.stormtech.com.au
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T
his year’s Country Pool Managers Conference was 
a great success, attracting 105 delegates and 35 
trade displays.

Feedback from attendees was positive, with the 
quality and relevance of the invited speakers particularly 

high. Presentations ranged from advice on coping with stressful 
events to handling emergency situations and reporting a fire or 
chemical spill at an aquatic centre.

Delegates were also able to kickstart their training, with day 
one of the conference including a training session that covered 
two modules from the Certificate III in Aquatics, delivered by John 
McKenny of Macquatics Training and made possible by the TAFE 
NSW Riverina Institute.

Conference founders Mick O’Sullivan and Mick Austin and or-
ganisers Kerry and Mary Lynch were honoured for their services 
to the industry with awards presented by McKenny. The first 
conference was held 19 years ago and has grown ever since to 

become the must-attend event for pool managers in country NSW.
Delegates also got a bonus presentation: after the Office of 

Local Government and Statewide Mutual declined to attend an 
open forum on Practice Note No. 15, architect Stephen Johans-
son of Facility Design Group Architects delivered a presentation 
on the newly updated Lithgow Aquatic Centre.

The centre includes a number of innovative features, including 
insulation of the pool, walls and roof and double-glazed glass, 
which is expected to significantly reduce pool- and air-heating 
costs for the facility. These features will be assessed after 12 
months operation and are expected to provide a fairly short return 
on investment.

The Country Pool Managers Conference will celebrate its 20th 
anniversary in 2016, and the event will be held in Forbes. Stay 
tuned to www.poolandspareview.com.au for more details.

NSW Country Pool Managers 
www.countrypoolmanagers.com.au

Conference organisers Mick Austin, Mary Lynch and Kerry Lynch with 
Ray Tait from Hunter New England Health.

2015 COUNTRY 
POOLIES CONFERENCE 
A SUCCESS
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Distributed exclusively by
Vendart Pty Ltd

P 02 9450 0466 
F 02 9450 0755

If you are cleaning test tubes, crushing tablets or 
waiting for reagents to react then the answer is 

probably yes. That’s the old way of doing things. 

The new way is LaMotte’s WaterLink Spin: A game-
changing photometer that takes little effort and just 60 
seconds to accurately and comprehensively analyse a 

water sample and produce a treatment report.

At the same time as it improves the standard of your 
water testing, WaterLink Spin will free your employees 
to spend more time with your customers, and take the 

frustration of ‘cocktail waitress’ water testing out of their 
days.

WaterLink Spin uses LaMotte’s famous DataMate 
water testing software which is cloud-based so you can 

monitor water testing at remote locations from a central 
office.

For more information email 
Vendart Pty Ltd on sales@vendart.
com.au or call our technical sales 

desk on (02) 9450-0466.

Are You 
Wasting Time 
Testing Pool 

and Spa Water?

www.vendart.com.au

“It takes me only 60 seconds 
to do 9 different tests.”

Reputation warfare
Spiros Dassakis
The reputation of any business depends on a number of factors, 
including ensuring that the business delivers on its promises 
to its customers. Being transparent, trustworthy and responsive 
are essential to the survival of any company.
Websites, forums and social media channels are all places 
where there is no shortage of people with an opinion.
Some companies have already experienced a great deal of 
damage by disgruntled or motivated individuals churning out 
negative comments while sitting behind their computer or on 
their smartphone. Some comments may be true and others 
untrue. Regardless, the impact can be immediate.
The power of the internet has provided consumers with un-
precedented access, power and influence over businesses. 
The rules of engagement have changed. Although some online 
comments may be valid and provide an honest account of the 
complaint, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that many 
comments are simply fictitious.
The exponential increase of fake online reviews and complaints 
has created a new industry: online reputation management 
(ORM). ORM is the process of safeguarding your online reputa-
tion, business image and character.
Accordingly, there are hundreds of companies now offering 
services to businesses that promise to correct, repair, remove 
or simply push down negative search results so that they can’t 
be found or are difficult to find.
Alternatively, there are a couple of strategies you can implement 
yourself to protect, maintain and improve your reputation online.
Establish your online reputation
Wouldn’t it be great if a prospective customer saw your busi-
ness first when searching online? Creating a strong online 
presence is essential for any business wanting to establish 
its brand and maintain its reputation. So think about your 
website and get active on social networking sites such as 
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
Online reputation management tools
Free online tools like Google Alerts, rankur, Hootsuite and Naymz 
can assist businesses track key words, blogs, comments and 
social media, as well as provide guidance to improve online 
presence and reputation.
Search engine optimisation (SEO)
SEO is a set of web techniques that allows the information 
you publish on your website to be discovered, understood 
and ranked against similar websites on search engines like 
Google, Bing, etc.
By making your web content more relevant to your custom-
ers’ needs compared to other websites, you’ll have a better 
chance of appearing at the top. Alternatively, for a modest 

fee you can engage the services of 
a professional to assist you with a 
personalised strategy.
Whatever your strategy, just remem-
ber: “Nobody counts the number of 
ads you run; they just remember the 
impression you make.”

Comments welcome: 
spiros@spasa.org.au.
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• 
• 
• 

ALUMINIUM POOL FENCING
Protector Aluminium pool fencing panels are available off the shelf from 

Bunnings Warehouse in a range of colours and profiles, with custom orders 

for size, style and colour available through the Bunnings Warehouse Special 

Orders Desk.

Standard colours include Black, Primrose and Palladium Silver. The range 

of custom colours is available to view on the company’s website.

Gates, posts, brackets and fixings are available in matching colours. Posts 

are available in-ground or flanged for fixing to concrete.

All panels exceed the current Australian Standard and are also covered 

by Codemark Certification, which means they are approved by all building 

authorities across Australia and New Zealand.

The company’s pool fencing app enables users to calculate the number of panels, posts and brackets 

required for each project. One post longer than the standard posts is required for the pool gate latch. The 

company recommends the use of a G8Safe Pool Gate latch and hinges.

The company’s pool fencing is endorsed by Royal Lifesaving Australia.

Protector Aluminium

ww.protectoraluminium.com.au

PRODUCT
PAVILION

http://www.jimspoolcare.com.au


http://www.aquafreshpool.com.au
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AQUAFRESH WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Lo-Chlor
02 9573 0777
www.lochlor.com.au

Product Name
AquaFresh water management system. The AquaFresh system 
is a fully automated water management system that is com-
pletely chlorine-free. Your pool is kept clean and fresh with a 
combination of AquaFresh Sanitiser and AquaFresh Enhance, 
supplied by Lo-Chlor Chemicals. Small doses are delivered to 
your pool by the AquaFresh dosing unit, manufactured right 
here in Australia.

Application
The AquaFresh water management system is used in domes-
tic swimming pools to safely sanitise and 
oxidise pool water. The product is 
designed to give the user a special 
bathing experience. Without the use 
of chlorine, salt or minerals, the 
user can enjoy swimming in what the 
company describes as ‘spring water-
like’ conditions.

What features separate this 
product from others on the 
market?
There are three chemicals registered by the 
Australian Government (APVMA) which are 
approved sanitisers for domestic swimming 
pools in Australia. One is chlorine/bromine, 
the second is hydrogen peroxide and the 
third is AquaFresh by Lo-Chlor. AquaFresh 
is both chlorine-free and safe to handle, 
making it a user-friendly way to maintain a 
healthy, crystal clear pool.

What significant benefit does it offer to  
the installer?
Now fully automated, the AquaFresh water management system 
offers the installer a system which is easy to use and simple to 
install. The AquaFresh feeder is a once-a-week dosing system 
which injects two chemicals into the pool. There is also an 
acid feeder option to make it even easier to use.

What significant benefit does it offer to the  
end user?
Water cleaned by an AquaFresh system is said to be soft, 
silky, gentle on eyes and gentle on skin. It does not leave 
the bather smelling like chlorine and having to take a shower 
straight after their swim. It results in a chlorine-free bathing 
experience which feels like swimming in a natural spring.

Does the product provide any 
additional advantages?
The AquaFresh water management sys-
tem does not contain any chlorine or 
by-products of chlorine. One of the big 
advantages of this is that the user will 
never have the issues associated with 
combined chlorine, or chloramines. 
Chloramines are a major problem for 
both domestic and commercial pools, 
but this issue is avoided with Aqua-
Fresh. The AquaFresh feeder also has 
the ability to control pool lights and 
has an optional pH control.

Additional information
The AquaFresh water management 
system offers the pool industry a 
fully functional, automatic-dosing, 

chlorine-free alternative. Manufactured by Lo-
Chlor Chemicals, a proudly Australian-owned and -operated 
company, the system provides a home-grown solution to other 
systems on the market. The water management system meets 
Australian Standards and is fully endorsed by marathon swim-
mer Chloë McCardel.

...because it works

...because it works
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While it’s tempting to dismiss the internet as too hard or too bothersome to engage with, the simple 
fact is that it’s not going anywhere. Pool+Spa asked some industry experts for their perspectives on 
the role of the internet in the pool and spa industry, and they all had one thing to say: get with the 
program!

B
usinesses that don’t have any kind of online pres-
ence are going to suffer, even if they don’t do any 
online sales and only offer a bricks-and-mortar store. 
The internet is fast becoming the primary vehicle 
for consumers to find out about your business and 

your products. To fail to have any online presence is to fail to 
be in the forefront of consumers’ minds - it’s as simple as that.

“Without a doubt, the internet is a primary. It’s not a figment 
of anyone’s imagination any more. It is first and last at the mo-
ment,” said Lindsay McGrath, managing director of BioLab Australia 
and New Zealand.

“The search engine data proves that the pool and spa owners 
are researching the problems right up front, and then where to 
go to fix it. So the opportunity is to direct them to professional 
outlets.”

“All the studies show that two-thirds of all people make their 
buying decisions on the internet. That is not that they buy on the 
internet - it’s that they make their buying decisions,” said Derek 
Prince, managing director of Daisy Pool Covers.

Be searchable to be seen
If you’re not searchable on the internet, if you don’t have even 
a basic website that shows which products you stock and where 
you’re located, then your new customer can’t find you and new 
customers may not even know that you exist. They may well be 

happy to spend their money at a bricks-and-mortar store, but if 
the only difference between you and a competitor is that your 
competitor has a website, then guess who’s more likely to secure 
them as a customer?

When asked if it’s possible for a business to be successful 
without an online presence, Prince answers unequivocally.

“I’ll be very clear on that: no. It is impossible to be successful 
without being visible online,” he said.

“How do people know who you are and where you are? Over 
half of Australians access the internet on a mobile device. Think 
of our own consumer behaviour. You go down the street; you’re 
away from home. I’m [looking for a particular business]. I’m just 
going to search who they are, where they are to get an address. 
If you’re not visible - if you don’t have a website, if you don’t 
have a way for customers to be able to see you online - then 
they’ll see someone else, and they’ll go somewhere else.

“I am so firm on this: if you’re not visible on the internet, 
then you’re not relevant.”

“The internet is the first and primary source of information. 
Even when pool and spa owners are loyal to the store, we have 
to accept that they’re going to search every time they come in. 
They’re always going to look for that new thing. So if you know 
you’re going to be searched, it’s an opportunity for the store, 
at least from a marketing point of view, to have a clear sales 
and brand message. Is your online [message] aligned with what 

REBOOT YOUR 
BUSINESS
Alice Richard
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you’re saying in store? Because otherwise you’re going to [give] 
a mixed message to your very own customers. So use it as an 
opportunity to evolve,” said McGrath.

It’s not always all about the price
“If it is price and price only, then they [bricks-and-mortar stores] 
will lose,” said Prince.

While there certainly are cheap generic products on the market, 
Prince says Daisy hasn’t been threatened by them.

“We’ve built a quality market in Australia for pool covers. There 
are very cheap products out there. They have a very low consumer 
value. So with our market or with our product, generally, [when] 
people buy a cheap product, they’re expecting a lower value, a 
lower quality. Yes, there is a lot of cheaper product out there, 
but it doesn’t affect us in any way like I would imagine it has 
done for other manufacturers,” he said.

If a consumer does opt for a cheaper product, their frustration 
with its poor quality means they often go straight to a quality 
product the next time around.

“It’s similar to if somebody goes down to Bunnings and buys 
a drill for $10, uses it three times, realises that it’s a piece of 
crap, and then goes and buys a decent one. It’s the same story. 
And we’re always going to get people that will buy on price and 
they will buy knowing that it’s a lesser value and then go and 
buy a decent one later.”

Promote yourself
While a customer might come to you on a regular basis to buy 
their chlorine, unless you keep telling them what else you sell, 
they may never know.

The internet has fundamentally changed the way people shop. 
They now usually do their research on the internet, decide which 
product they want and then find a business that will sell them 
that exact product.

“Harvey Norman has come up with a different business model 
because no longer are people walking in there asking, ‘what 
cameras do you have?’ They’re walking in and saying, ‘I want 
ABC camera that you’re selling for this price.’ People are doing 
their homework,” said Prince.

“If customers are on the internet trying to find out about 
something they don’t know about - that their local pool shop 
hasn’t told them about - then the pool shop hasn’t done their job.

“It’s constantly telling people, educating and putting out there 
new products, different products, products that [the consumer 
doesn’t] have, talking about things, so that I become the one 
person that you trust and rely on for everything in your pool.”

Ideas such as promoting a ‘Product of the Month’ can work 
well, Prince suggests, as it means all your staff will be talking 
about the same product to every customer that walks in the door.

“Tell people what you do. And tell them everything that you do. 
And once you’ve finished telling them, tell them again!” he said.

Prince relayed the story of someone’s client who spent many 
thousands of dollars with the company fixing up their pool. When 
the company went back the next month, the client had a new 
pool pump - one that they didn’t buy from the company.

“And they said, ‘Well, why didn’t you get it from me?’ And [the 
customer said], ‘Oh, I didn’t know you did that’,” said Prince.

“We’ve just got to keep engaging people, and keep engaging 
them in a good way. It’s not berating them. It’s not barraging 
them with useless information. If you deal with me, I’m the only 
person you need to know for pool covers - I deal with everything. 
We’re the market leaders, we’re the best at it, and our custom-
ers know that.

“So if I was a pool shop and dealing with a consumer, then 
the consumer should know everything I do, everything I can do 
for them and even if they don’t want to use some things, then 
they still know that I’m the go-to bloke.”

Social media: the new TV
Daisy Pool Covers is active on social media and finds that it 
works - but not as a selling tool.

“Social media is not something that you sell on. It’s just a 
recognition. It’s almost brand building that you’re doing, because 

U N L O C K  T H E  I N T E R N E T
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you can’t sell on social media - that’s not the medium for it. 
Just the same as TV used to be brand building, I think social 
media’s taken that away from TV now. It’s the interconnectivity of 
the social media and the different mediums within social media 
that you really need to work with to be able to build a relevant 
following,” said Prince.

But if you’re going to do it, make sure you do it properly. Social 
media done well can dramatically increase brand recognition; social 
media done poorly is a waste of your time and, potentially, money.

“We’ve made the decision not to do social media until we 
could afford to resource it. It’s no different to any other market-
ing program where, if you’re not going to resource it, don’t do 
it,” said McGrath. Having now allocated a budget to it, BioLab 
will launch its social media program this year.

“The internet is not a ‘set and forget’ medium, either. A lot 
of people think that just by doing something today I’ve done 
it and I’ve ticked that off and [can] move onto the next thing. 
The advice today will change tomorrow. So what you should be 
doing today changes tomorrow. So it is a marketing aspect of 
the business that you do constantly need to work with and work 
on,” said Prince.

Prepare for the future in the present
While some companies might find that they’re ticking along quite 
nicely now without an internet presence, it’s important not to stick 
your head in the sand: the internet is here to stay and is already 
shaping the way consumers make their purchases.

“There are some very successful people that don’t have internet 
presence. And it’s scary, because what’s going to happen in the 
short-term future? While you own your customers and everything’s 
here today, without being relevant and visible and all that sort 
of stuff, how can you grow? How can you move on for tomor-
row? The marketing has changed. The influence channels have 
changed,” said Prince.

How is your company changing to keep up with the chang-

ing landscape? Let us know what’s worked for you! Email ps@

westwick-farrow.com.au.

SOCIAL MEDIA IS NOT SOMETHING 
THAT YOU SELL ON. IT’S JUST A 
RECOGNITION.

U N L O C K  T H E  I N T E R N E T

http://www.poolkare.com.au
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DEPOLOX and Wallace & Tiernan are trademarks of Evoqua, its subsidiaries 
and affiliates, in some countries. © 2015 Evoqua Water Technologies Pty Ltd.

DEPOLOX and Wallace & Tiernan are trademarks of Evoqua, its subsidiaries 
and affiliates, in some countries. © 2015 Evoqua Water Technologies Pty Ltd.

Contact Tim Batt Water Solutions  
02 9948 4177 

www.tbwsaquatic.com.au

DEPOLOX® POOL E 700 P
POOL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Wallace & Tiernan® DEPOLOX® 
Pool E 700 P system has been designed 
for measurement and control functions 
as well as process control in pool water 
treatment applications.

Key Features
• Innovative, future proof design, flexible 

in operation and expansion
• 7” colour touch panel ensures intuitive 

operation
• Trend diagrams available for all 

measured parameters
• Remote access via Smartphone or PC 

when connected to the internet
• Optional electronic water colour 

indication that serves as a sensor 
status check

• All functions of the existing DEPOLOX 
Pool system are included

• Time efficient updates and expansions

DEPOLOX and Wallace & Tiernan are trademarks of Evoqua, its subsidiaries 
and affiliates, in some countries. © 2015 Evoqua Water Technologies Pty Ltd.

EWT_POOLSPA_0715_HALFPGVertV3.indd   1 19/06/2015   2:47:32 PM

GAS-FIRED POOL 
AND SPA HEATER
The AstralPool HiNRG gas-

fired pool and spa heater 

incorporates a conventional 

heat exchanger combined 

with a fixed premix combustion 

system. It offers an efficiency of 

83% and reliable performance in all 

weather conditions.

The premix combustion system means that, as an 

outdoor model, the in-built variable speed fan ensures 

good combustion in any weather condition. The indoor 

conversion consists of a 125 mm-diameter flue and 

vent cap which can be run for up to 16 m horizontally 

or vertically.

Its inlet-outlet and return headers are self-cooling 

and direct the water flow through the heater so flow 

rates can be as low as 120 L/min or as high as 500 

L/min, making the heater suitable for variable speed 

pump operation on low speed.

The heater replaces the MX series and comes in three 

sizes: 175, 250 and 400. All models are available in 

natural gas or LPG versions. The HiNRG has a smaller 

footprint than the MX and reduced clearances, making 

it easier to locate and fit in tight positions.

The thermostat records ignition and attempts, actual 

ignitions and hours of operation. The controls are easy 

to access for installation and service.

AstralPool

www.astralpool.com.au

SELF-OPERATED 
POOL ACCESS 
HOIST
Wymo’s self-operated pool 

access hoist uses a basic 

radius bar to enable swim-

mers to position themselves over a pool and concourse. The 

hoist gives swimmers the freedom and independence to swim 

anytime, without assistance.

It features a safe working load of 140 kg and a static load of 

210 kg. The stainless steel hoist has been winch tested to 600 

kg and is compliant with BCA requirements. The 24 V operated 

device has dual charging via both solar and mains, incorporates 

shock load suspension and is easily disassembled for storage.

Wymo Lifting Aids Pty Ltd

www.wymo.com.au
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Call Natasha today oN 08 8244 7888

WHEN QUALITY, RELIABILITY 
AND SAFETY COUNT...

Quality, design & Innovation
Pinz is a leading manufacturer of spa covers, 
making spa covers longer than anyone in Australia. 
Our spa covers are used as an industry standard 
for design and quality.

Reliability & safety
Nobody reinforces their covers like Pinz. It is 
the attention to detail on the inside of the cover, 
the stuff that you can’t see that make Pinz spa 
covers last longer.

3 levels of spa Cover  
For your Customers
Our three level spa cover system allows you 
to offer a spa cover to match your customers  
budget and lifestyle.

3 year Warrranty
All our spa covers come  
with a three year warranty.

pinz.com.au

WATER TESTING
The Lovibond Pooltester 

series facilitates simple 

check-ups on water qual-

ity and simplifies both 

pH measurement and 

the disinfectant impact 

of treatment chemicals. 

It allows simultaneous 

determination of the most common water treatment agents and 

the pH value.

The pH value of pool and spa water should generally be between 

6.5 (slightly acid) and 7.5 (slightly basic). Environmental influences 

and additives in the water can lead to fluctuating results. The 

tester gives fast and easy results, enabling users to counteract 

problems appropriately. Regular testing is recommended.

A range of water treatment agents are often used in combina-

tion in swimming pools, but are only effective within a limited pH 

range. Therefore, in addition to the concentration of the water 

treatment chemicals, the pH value of the pool water should also 

be monitored and adjusted if necessary.

The top of the tester has been improved ergonomically. By us-

ing long-term stable tablet reagents, the tester measures chlorine 

between 0.1 and 3.0 mg/L and can display pH between 6.8 and 

8.2 with high measuring accuracy.

The product’s packaging includes an easy-to-understand 

instruction manual to assist users to achieve clear test results.

Tintometer GmbH

www.lovibond.com

http://www.veederline.com.au
http://www.pinz.com.au
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www.sidechannelblowers.com.au
Phone 03 9484 5719

Continuous 
Duty Blowers
If you want efficient, reliable aeration, 
along with quality advice and support, 
ESAM is the blower for your business.

Benefits of ESAM blowers:
• Energy efficient aeration
• Delamination of temperature layers
• Smooth & quiet operation
• 5 Year warranty
• Induction motor (brushless)

…and service to you is our priority.

STONE OR TILED SKIMMER 
BOX LID
The Quad Skimmer Lid from Skimmer Lids 

matches pool coping or surrounds and is 

finished flush to the top surface. The lid is 

available in four depths and can be lined 

in any tile, paver or other material.

The Australian Standard stipulates that 

skimmer lids must be childproof. The 

Quad lid conforms to AS 1926.3 2010 

Swimming Pool Safety - Water Reticula-

tion Systems. Older-style lids cut from a stone tile with a hole drilled through are generally not compliant with the 

Australian Standard.

The tray measures 336 x 336 mm square and the depth can be chosen depending on the thickness of the paving 

material to be inserted. Four depths are available: 15, 25, 35 and 45 mm. To replace the traditional plastic dress 

ring, the QUAD lid can be housed by an optional recess frame.

Both the lid and frame are fabricated in heavy-duty marine-grade 316 stainless steel. Only the key allows for 

easy, controlled removal of the lid. The keyway also provides adequate ventilation in line with AS 1926.3, but is 

not a trip hazard.

The Quad Lid is supplied via the paving industry with the selected inlay in place, made up and ready to be laid 

with the coping. No additional on-site cutting or fabrication is needed.

Skimmer Lids

www.skimmerlids.com.au

http://www.sidechannelblowers.com.au


1300 MY DOLPHIN
www.maytronics.com.au

Join the discussion on            

#S300i   @mydolphinaus

Multi-Function
Power Supply
with set-up and 
cleaning options

Active Brushing
effective scrubbing 

and cleaning

PowerStream 
Mobility System

enhanced navigation

Multi-Layer Filter
highly efficient clog-free 

filtration

Lightweight
easy to lift and handle

Swivel
cable tangle 

prevention system

http://www.maytronics.com.au
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S 300I DOLPHIN ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER

Maytronics Australia
07 3272 9633
www.maytronics.com.au

Product Name
S 300i Dolphin robotic pool cleaner.

Application
Designed for the savvy pool owner, the S 300i is an easy-to-
use robotic pool cleaner that intelligently adapts to any pool to 
achieve the best possible results for the specific pool shape and 
surface type. Pool owners will enjoy a friendly design and simple 
operation, created with the user’s best interest in mind.

What features separate this product from others 
on the market?
Pool owners will advance to a new 
pool cleaning experience with a top-
of-the-line robot which is said to bring 
even more ease and freedom to the 
capabilities of Dolphin robots. Control 
the Dolphin S 300i through the state-of-
the-art multifunction power supply or use 
the MyDolphin app on your smartphone 
or tablet to set up cleaning programs 
and control the robot remotely, including 
manual navigation. 

What significant benefit does it 
offer to the installer?
Dolphin dealers will continue to enjoy a 
quality product that’s easily set up, simple 
to operate and works in all pool types. They 
will be able to capitalise on the continued 
growth of the product category with the comfort of dealing with 
a supplier that’s focused on local sales and service and has a 
strong stance against online devaluation of the Dolphin brand.

What significant benefit does it offer to the end 
user?
MyDolphin app control is said to provide users with superior pool 
cleaning capabilities. Combined with its ultralight weight and quick 
water release, Dolphin S 300i is easy to handle. Users can choose 
between two filtration options to capture rough debris or fine dirt. 
The dual-active brushing action and PowerStream Mobility System 
ensure efficient pool coverage, with extra-thorough scrubbing on 
all surfaces, leaving the floor, walls and waterline spotlessly clean.

Does the product provide any additional 
advantages?
The PowerStream Mobility System offers enhanced navigation. 
Patent-pending multidirectional water flow ensures constant grip 

on all types of vertical surfaces, for efficient cleaning along walls 
and waterline and enhanced navigation control.

The Multi-Function Energy-Saver Power Supply lets the user 
select the cleaning cycle and mode. You can set a start delay 
or weekly timer, all with simple touch-screen control.

The Multi-Layer Filter provides efficient, clog-free filtration, 
simultaneously separating and filtering rough, fine and ultrafine 
dirt. The unit snaps apart for easy cleaning.

The product is lightweight, making it easy to lift and handle. 
Its ergonomic design and fast clean-water release make removing 
your Dolphin from the pool easy.

The MyDolphin app offers convenient 
cleaning program set-up and operational 
control, including manual navigation to 
direct your robot to clean specific parts 
of the pool.

Dolphin’s swivel cable eliminate tan-
gled cables forever. As the Dolphin moves 
around the pool, the swivel ensures that 
the cable stays free and clear, allowing 
for complete pool coverage.

Are there any design/
construction/compliance 
elements that make it 
stand out?
The product offers peace of mind 
thanks to its proven reliability. It 

has been made by Maytronics, the 
world leader in robotic pool cleaners, and certified ISO9001 
international quality standards.

Additional information
Maytronics strives to make pool owners’ and users’ lives easier and 
more enjoyable. The company’s goal is to enable an exceptional 
experience of a pure, clean, safe and relaxing pool. 

Starting in 1983, the company pioneered automated elec-
tronic pool cleaning technology. Today Maytronics remains the 
market leader, continually setting new standards for technological 
innovation, design and reliability. For more than 30 years, the 
company has been developing robotic cleaning solutions for all 
swimming pools.
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CRUNCHING THE NUMBERS:  
COGENERATION SYSTEM ADDS UP

Twelve months after the Oasis Regional Aquatic Centre in Wagga Wagga 
installed a 229 kW cogeneration system, the numbers are in - and they 
prove that cogeneration was a sound investment for the centre.

Operating seven days a week, the Oasis Regional Aquatic Centre’s 
facilities include a 25 m indoor pool, a 50 m outdoor pool, beach and 
water leisure areas, a turbo pool, a sports stadium and a children’s 
playground.

When the centre decided to upgrade its conventional heating system, 
it had several ‘must-haves’ on its wish list. The new system needed 
to reduce current and projected energy costs, as well as cut carbon 
emissions - all while meeting the centre’s need for consistent electricity 
and heating.

Simons Green Energy was tasked with designing and installing the 
cogeneration system to ensure it met the centre’s requirements.

Twelve months on, a thorough post-implementation review was 
carried out, comparing the electricity charges pre- and post-installation 
of the cogeneration system. Payback for the system was estimated at 
2.13 years and carbon emission reduction per year was calculated at 
945 tonnes.

In July 2012, the centre was using an average of 161,825 kWh of 
electricity per month, costing $38,057. After installing the cogeneration 
system, the centre used 56,544 kWh of electricity per month, costing 
$16,607 - a saving of more than $20,000 per month in electricity. Gas 
usage has increased slightly at the centre, moving from 1114 GJ per 

month to 1616 GJ per month post-installation, resulting in an increase 
in gas expenditure from $12,140 to $17,435 per month. The cogeneration 
system is fuelled by natural gas, but it supplements the existing gas-
fired hot water boilers.

The total investment for the cogeneration system plus installation 
was $373,636. Even when $20,000 in maintenance costs per year are 
factored in, the system has an estimated payback period of just 2.13 
years.

A cogeneration system produces two forms of energy - electricity 
and heat - from a single fuel source. Waste heat produced by a 
cogeneration system can be used for space heating and domestic water 
and pool heating, and process hot water and steam.

The total efficiency of a cogeneration system is 85%. In comparison, 
grid-supplied electricity is approximately 25% efficient, mainly due to 
losses in transmissions due to ageing electricity networks.

While cogeneration is effective for large facilities like the Oasis 
Regional Aquatic Centre, Simons Green Energy also supplies micro 
cogeneration systems that operate on the same principle, but on a 
smaller scale. Micro Cogen systems range in size from 5 to 25 kW 
and are suitable for hotels, nursing homes, health spas and apartment 
buildings. Simons designs and sizes a system specific to the needs of 
the client.

Simons Green Energy  
www.simonsgreenenergy.com.au

PROJECT COMPLETE



http://www.spasaconvention.org.au
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REMOTE-CONTROLLED ROBOTIC 
CLEANER
Waterco’s Admiral ATV-NAV robotic pool cleaner 

is self-driven by three internal motors and is 

equipped with an easy-to-use, wireless, handheld 

remote control.

Like the Admiral ATV, the ATV-NAV has five 

drive wheels per side, which multiplies the 

amount of contact on the pool’s surface, which 

improves traction and makes it suitable for dif-

ferent types of pools.

The cleaner’s navigation system prevents it 

from getting caught on any obstacles, and its 

intelligent programming sends it in a different 

direction each time, improving pool coverage.

A floating swivel, which floats on the surface 

of the water as the cleaner moves around the 

pool, is designed to prevent cable twisting and 

tangling by providing a free-spinning power cord 

that can rotate 360° in both directions while 

maintaining electrical continuity.

As tension builds in the cable, the outer cy-

lindrical section of the floating swivel keeps the 

float stable, allowing the front section to rotate, 

thus releasing the power cord tension that has 

been generated by the cleaner’s movement.

The cleaner operates on 120 W of power 

and operates for 3 h. Its two sets of continuous 

traction wheels enhance climbing performance 

and its two direct-drive motors deliver a strong 

scrubbing action.

It has a wide cleaning path and is suitable for 

vinyl liner, fibreglass, tile and concrete residential 

pools up to 9 x 12 m.

Waterco Limited

www.waterco.com.au

http://www.sunvalue.com.au
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SMART TIP: LOOK TO 
VOLUME, NOT WEIGHT,

W
hen discussing the size of a filter, we tend to 
talk in terms of weight, rather than volume. 
But with different media types having different 
weights, is this really the most accurate way 
to size up a filter?

“One thing that we don’t talk often enough about is that we 
should always look at the volume, rather than just simply weight, 
because everything’s got different bulk densities,” said Waterco 
Marketing Director Bryan Goh.

“A lot of people ask, ‘How many kilos does this filter take?’ 
But if you just work by pure kilos, you’re looking at just the 
weight. Volume of filter media is what we are interested in - and 
volume is constant, whereas weights vary.

“Let’s say you get a 20-litre box and you fill it with 20 litres 
of water. That might weigh 20 kg. But if you get a 20-litre box 
and you fill it with lead weights, that could weigh 40 kg. But 
the volume is still the same: they’re both 20 litres.

“Filters are the same. They all have a set volume that you 
must achieve within the tank, but the weight is different depend-
ing on the filter media. Glass is more dense. Therefore, if I take 
a sand filter with a 50-litre volume and fill it with 50 litres of 

glass, it will weigh more than the sand did. “If someone says, 
‘That sand filter normally takes 100 kg of sand,’ and then they 
put in 100 kg of glass, they’ll have the wrong quantities. And 
it’s a pretty common mistake that’s made because, back in the 
day, before there was multiple filter media options, everyone 
just used sand.

“For instance, our Waterco 24″ filter takes 106 litres of 
media. That is 155 kg of sand. That is 171 kg of glass beads. 
And that is 127 kg of zeolite. Do you see my point?”

This can be an issue when changing a filter over from one 
media type to another, Goh says.

“If someone said, ‘That S660 [filter] takes 155 kg of media’ 
and they put in 155 kg of glass, then they’ve short-changed 
it - it should be 171 kg, so they’re missing 16 kg. But that 
volume is 106 litres, no matter what.

“In water treatment circles, you normally talk about the vol-
ume of a filter by litres, but in the pool industry, we always talk 
about [filter size] by weight. So we’ve got to be conscious of the 
kilograms-to-litres ratio to ensure we put the right amounts in.”

Waterco Limited 
www.waterco.com.au

Alice Richard

FOR FILTRATION MEDIA
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AUTOMATED SPA 
GAZEBO
Covana, supplier of auto-

mated gazebos that securely 

cover hot tubs and spas, 

has introduced the Evolu-

tion, which is compatible 

with a range of spa designs 

and sizes.

A turn of the Covana key 

makes the spa available within 

just 20 s, so there is no need to struggle to remove a cover or to stand in the cold. 

Evolution is a fully automated gazebo that provides comfort, safety and intimacy 

for end users.

Covana systems are designed to endure the more rigorous climates while sav-

ing water and energy, and the Evolution covers the entire surface of the spa, locks 

with a key and conforms to UL/CUL, CE and ASTM F1346 – 91 Safety Standards. 

Optional add-on shades and screens are available for extra privacy.

Covana is based in Canada, but the company says its products are available in 

Australia and that it is seeking distributors.

Covana

www.covana.com

CHLORINATOR RANGE
Australian Innovative Systems (AIS) has ex-

panded its range of chlorine generators with the 

AutoChlor Midi Series and Chrome chlorinators. 

The chlorinators are suitable for semicommer-

cial facilities and first home buyers/investors.

The Midi Series is a range of automatic, 

inline, salt or mineral water chlorinators suited 

to semicommercial-use pools where large vari-

ations in bather load are experienced, such as 

private swim schools, residential community 

pools, retirement and aged care facilities, gym-

nasiums, sports centres and boutique hotels. 

It is designed for situations where a commercial-scale system would be too 

large and a residential-scale system would be inadequate.

The Chrome is an inline, saltwater chlorine generator for residential pools. 

Its easy-to-read control panel automatically tells the user when salt levels 

are lower or higher than desired and chlorine output can be adjusted with 

the turn of a dial.

Both chlorinators produce chlorine on-site and inline (as water flows 

through the system) via a process of electrolysis, meaning users can treat 

water without the need for traditional chemical storage and dosing, reducing 

health and safety risks.

Australian Innovative Systems (AIS)

www.aiswater.com.au/

http://www.aquajoy.com.au
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MOBILE PAYMENTS SOLUTION
Mint Payments Limited has released Mint mPOS, a mobile payments 

solution that works by converting a smartphone or tablet into a wire-

less EFTPOS machine.

The device accepts all major cards and has tap-and-go technol-

ogy supporting contactless, chip-and-PIN-based debit and credit 

card payments.

It can be self-installed by the user. Once a business owner receives 

the Bluetooth NFC card reader and downloads the Mint MPOS iOS or 

Android app, they can begin taking payments, issuing SMS or email 

receipts, adding surcharge, processing split payments, processing 

tips, searching transactions and issuing refunds.

The device offers small business owners a faster approval rate to 

receive a merchant facility without having to go to a bank and shorter 

processing times, with next-day settlement for all payments into any 

Australian bank account.

As safety is often a concern when it comes to mobile or Bluetooth 

payment services, the device ensures every payment is fully Payment 

Card Industry (PCI) compliant and uses certified bank-grade security, 

ensuring merchants and customers’ cards are safe.

Mint Payments

http://www.mintpayments.com/

NO-MIX GROUT
LATICRETE has released 

a new grout product, 

PLASMA Grout, suitable 

for use in most ap-

plications including: 

ceramic tile, glass 

tile and stone, floors 

and walls, as well as 

regrouting. It can be 

used in residential and 

commercial applications 

for grout joints between 1.5 

and 12 mm wide.

PLASMA Grout is professional-grade coloured grout 

that is ready to use, with no mixing required. It is built 

on a patent-pending technology platform that provides 

early strength development, ease of workability and 

good stain resistance. PLASMA is both crack and stain 

resistant and does not require any additional sealing.

It is easy to maintain, cleanable to the original colour 

and actively inhibits the growth of stain-causing mould 

and mildew in the grout joints. The non-sag formula 

makes it suitable for walls and floors.

It is available in 40 colours, plus a translucent version 

that contains glass beads suspended in a translucent 

binder. The result is a grout joint that allows light to pass 

through and reflects the colour of surrounding glass tiles.

LATICRETE Pty Ltd

www.laticrete.com.au

http://www.creativedrainsolutions.com.au
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G8SAFE TRI LATCH TRIPLE-SAFE POOL LATCH GATE

Protector Aluminium
07 5476 5022
www.protectoraluminium.com.au

Product Name
G8Safe Tri Latch (triple-safe pool gate latch).

Application
The G8Safe TriLatch pool gate latch has been designed to help 
prevent children under the age of four from gaining access to pool 
areas by themselves. This in turn reduces the risk of drowning 
to virtually zero. Developed in conjunction with Melbourne gate 
hardware manufacturer Safetech, G8Safe’s aim was to design a 
gate latch system that would boost the standard of child safety 
around swimming pools to levels never seen before. The company 
claims the The TriLatch simply cannot be opened by 
children aged four and under.

What features separate this 
product from others on the 
market?
According to G8Safe, the TriLatch is the 
safest pool gate latch in the world. The 
‘Push Button’ top pull design will help 
keep young children out of gated areas by 
preventing them from operating the latch, 
regardless of their creativity and use of any 
garden tools, toys or furniture that may 
be available to them. Any user installing 
a Tri-Latch on the pool gate will increase 
the safety of the pool area, providing peace 
of mind for parents and added security for 
their children.

What significant benefit does it offer  
to the installer?
The TriLatch is sold throughout Australia and New Zealand via 
Bunnings Warehouse. The latch fits all pool-compliant fencing. 
The alignment pips, which are built into the latch, enable even 
a relatively inexperienced DIY enthusiast to install the latch in 
less than 10 minutes. The packaging provides DIY, conformity 
and warranty information, enabling consumers to make the most 
informed purchasing decision.

The product is encased in a clear plastic seal to allow the 
consumers to see the product in its entirety. The safety button 
extrudes from the plastic seal and invites consumers to try the 
opening mechanism before purchasing. As well as the clear, 
easy-to-read information on the packaging, two brochures are 
offered at point of sale. One brochure covers the whole range 
of G8Safe products whilst the other provides upfront information 
on installation.

What significant benefit does it offer to the end user?
The G8Safe TriLatch provides parents with greater peace of mind. 
While not a replacement for parental supervision, it will provide 
a permanent barrier to the pool for young children in those real-
life moments when distractions occur. The product’s ‘Push, Hold, 
Lift’ safety system requires dexterity levels not normally found in 
children aged 0–4. Practical applications have even seen children 
up to seven years old unable to unlock the TriLatch.

Are there any design/
construction/compliance 
elements that make it stand out?
G8Safe says the TriLatch will greatly re-
duce, if not eliminate, children aged 0–4 
from drowning in Australian swimming 
pools. There are a number of significant 
advances incorporated into the develop-
ment of the product, which complies 
to Australian Standards for Swimming 
Pools (AS 1926.1-2012).

The product features a three-stage 
opening process: 1. Push — Push 
down the red safety button; 2. Hold 
— Ensure the safety button is pressed 
down continuously to release the 
internal lock; and 3. Lift — Lift the 
top pull knob to release the magnet 
which unlocks the gate.
With standard strikers, there is a 

risk that if the gate is slammed it can bounce back from the latch 
and not close, ie, just rest against the latch. The ‘Hook Striker’ 
ensures a secure latch every time, even when gate posts are not 
stable. Other advances include: a special O-ring underneath the 
top pull mechanism that seals the latch system to stop debris 
from getting inside; alignment pips which ensure easy installation 
by allowing DIY installers to correctly align the striker with the 
latch; a key-lockable mount for deadlocking the gate; E-Coated 
aluminium finish for added durability; and a long-lasting, sleek look.

Additional information
The TriLatch is the only pool gate latch endorsed by Royal Life-
saving Australia and Water Safety NZ. G8Safe works closely with 
these organisations to spread the safety message.
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The inaugural SPASA National Convention and Expo is nearly upon us and promises to be both informative 
and entertaining. As an industry member, you can’t afford not to attend this free event.

F
utureproof your business — the SPASA Australia 
Convention and Trade Show will showcase keynote 
speakers addressing what it takes to say ahead of 
the game in business in 2015 and beyond.

•	Do you want to know how to build effective teams?
•	Does the culture of your company impact your performance?
•	Can you improve your digital presence?
•	Do you want to know more about the economic climate for 

2016 and beyond?
•	Would you like to know more about the latest products released 

in the industry?
If you answer yes to any of these questions, you must attend 

the event running 24-25 August at Sydney Olympic Park.
Make the commitment to work on your business and not in 

your business. Take time away from the daily challenges to learn 
more about how to improve your business while networking with 
the industry.

Tradeshows have been proven to be a great way to discover 
new products, secure leads and importantly, sell more product or 
service! Another important and often overlooked benefit of attending 
is that you will earn CPD points, which is very helpful for those 
attendees who need to achieve annual professional development 
points to maintain industry memberships.

The SPASA Australia Convention & Trade Show entry will be 
FREE to all industry members. More than 30 leading suppliers 
are expected to showcase their products and services to pool 
builders, retailers and manufacturers. The 2015 SPASA Australia 
National Awards of Excellence will be held on the Tuesday night 
and combined with the Convention and Trade show will make this 
an event not to be missed.

SPASA Australia President Lynley Papineau said, “The SPASA 
Australia board has worked with the state associations to develop 
this industry event for the members. It is important that on an 
annual basis we bring the industry together to share information, 
product knowledge and showcase the best of the best with the 
awards night.”

All states united
SPASA Victoria President Rob Kruber said, “SPASA Victoria is 
100% behind this important industry event and we encourage as 
many members as possible to attend.”

SPASA NSW & ACT President Rob Guthrie said, “These events 
provide enormous opportunity to all exhibitors and attendees; sell-
ing products, networking and education are just a few examples. 
I would like to encourage everyone to get behind this inaugural 
industry event and share details of the SPASA Australia convention 

SPASA NATIONAL 
CONVENTION
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with all your colleagues.” Also supporting the national approach is 
leading national pool supplier and convention sponsor Astral Pools.

Managing Director Peter Wallace said, “We are right behind 
SPASA Australia with this convention and we look forward to 
meeting our existing customers along with new customers at our 
exhibition stand.”

Industry leaders discuss hot topics
SPASA Australia has arranged a number of the industry’s leading 
thinkers and broader business experts to make keynote presen-
tations and conduct interactive seminars on current important 
topics including industry trends, understanding customers better 
and compliance.

Headlining the keynote speakers is Mark Brennan, Commis-
sioner of Small Business. He will talk about the federal govern-
ment’s economic outlook and how government can assist small 
businesses with lower costs and less red tape.

Other keynote speakers include Martin Grunstein, a customer 
service expert; Chris Dodds, who will discuss the importance 
of adapting to the digital revolution; and Laurie Lawrence, the 
master motivator.

A further six specific industry seminars will be conducted cover-
ing topics including transitioning your business ownership, financial 

planning, pool and outdoor living trends, Australian consumer law, 
innovation and the benefits of ARA membership.

Talk with key suppliers
More than 30 industry suppliers will exhibit including:

•	Protector
•	Astral Pool
•	Waterco
•	Maytronics
•	Sunbather
•	Heliocol Solar
•	Supreme Heating
•	Form + Light
•	Lo Chlor Chemicals
•	Austbrokers Phillips
•	Spa Electrics
•	Zodiac

Win travel prizes just by attending
SPASA Australia will be conducting a competition designed to 
encourage participants to visit each exhibitor and learn more 
about their products or services. The passport-style competition 
offers more than $3500 in travel vouchers to participants who 
have their passport stamped by all of the exhibitors and then go 
into a random draw.

Best of the best — National Awards of Excellence
Rounding off the two-day event, SPASA Australia will be an-
nouncing the 2015 National Awards of Excellence to recognise 
and celebrate the industry’s best performers at a black-tie gala 
dinner presentation.

Major sponsor of the national awards of excellence is Protector 
Aluminium. Grant Symes, the managing director, said, “The national 
awards are a powerful recognition for their efforts and winners 
see it as a significant marketing opportunity for their business.”

With more than 30 categories, the national awards are very 
important and offer winners the opportunity to undertake powerful 
marketing programs leveraging off their success and the SPASA 
Australia brand.

For more information or to register for this free event, visit 
the SPASA Convention website: http://spasaconvention.org.au/.

SPASA Australia 
www.spasa.com.au

•	Australian Clothing Company
•	Aqua-Quip
•	Daisy Pool Covers
•	Sterns Pools
•	Davey
•	The Pool Enclosure Company
•	Aqua Action Slide
•	Pool+Spa
•	Poolside
•	Ideal Solutions
•	Traxion Training
•	Ozone Swim

S PA S A  C O N V E N T I O N

When: Aug 24-25
Where: Sydney Olympic Park, Homebush, Sydney
Register: www.spasaconvention.org.au
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Don’t miss the 
National Industry 
Awards of Excellence
Gary Nye

The SPASA Australia National Awards of Excellence rec-
ognise achievement in design, construction, innovation, 
service, products and professionalism across the pool and 
spa industry.
The awards program gives recognition to SPASA Australia 
members who have demonstrated the highest degree of 
competency and professionalism.
All award winners receive exclusive use of a unique digital 
awards logo, permanent listing and links from the SPASA 
Australia website as well as a framed Gold, Silver or Bronze 
Certificate. Significant media coverage is assured.
Previous winners of the National Awards have seen it provide 
a significant marketing benefit for the upcoming season.
All winners of the five State SPASA 2015 Awards of Excel-
lence programs (ie, SPASA NSW, Qld, SA, Vic and WA) are 
automatically eligible for the SPASA Australia Awards program.
It’s truly the best of the best
Due to the success of last year’s Awards of Excellence 
held at the SPLASH conference, this year the association 
has decided to combine those awards with a Convention 
and Supplier Expo.
So this year’s Awards of Excellence, sponsored by Protector 
Aluminium, are being held in conjunction with the inaugural 
SPASA Australia National Convention and Supplier Expo at 
the Olympic Park Showground on Monday 24 and Tuesday 
25 August.
This two-day event will provide our members with an edu-
cation and information base, an opportunity to meet with 
suppliers and see their products and services, and also the 
opportunity to attend the black tie gala dinner where this 
year’s National Awards of Excellence will be announced.
The theme of the convention is ‘Great teams Grow Together’ 
and the program includes leading industry experts discuss-
ing important industry topics including industry trends, 
understanding customers better and compliance.
The 2015 Awards of Excellence will be announced at the 
gala dinner to be held at Sydney Olympic Park Showground 
on Tuesday 25 August 2015. Bookings are essential and 
can made via the special National Convention website: 
http://spasaconvention.org.au/. Tickets for the black tie 
event are $155.

If you can’t make the Awards of 
Excellence dinner, make sure you 
come along to the National Conven-
tion and Supplier Expo but register 
first at our convention website: http://
spasaconvention.org.au/.
For more information about the 
Awards of Excellence program, con-
tact Gary Nye on 03 8588 1195 or 
gary@spasa.com.au or contact your 
local SPASA office.

http://www.waterco.com
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A U STSW
IM

PRODUCT
PAVILION

COMMERCIAL-GRADE  
BASKETBALL GAME
S.R. Smith has expanded its line of Swim N’ Dunk 

commercial-grade basketball games with the 76 cm setback Extended Reach RockSolid game.

The game is suitable for pools with overflow or parapet gutters. Its 64 mm commercial-grade 

stainless steel square post and rim are vinyl-coated with SealedSteel for extra protection.

The patented RockSolid anchor (US Patent #8033077), which reduces frame movement, is 

standard. It is a removable unit, with an optional safety anchor cap, and ships in one box.

A 46 cm setback model is also available. For more information, including product specifica-

tions and AutoCAD drawings, visit the company’s website: www.srsmith.com/au.

SR Smith

www.srsmith.com/au

http://www.hyclor.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

LEARN-TO-SWIM 
PLATFORM AND 
LIFEGUARD TOWER
Scully Outdoor Designs has avail-

able a learn-to-swim platform and 

stainless steel lifeguard tower 

suitable for commercial aquatic 

facilities.

The learn-to-swim platform 

has a welded aluminium sturdy 

construction and a clear Lexan 

polycarbonate platform deck for 

safety. It has non-slip rubber foot 

caps and is lightweight, making 

it easy to move.

The lifeguard tower has a heavy-

duty welded construction, including recycled plastic decking slats 

and marine-grade stainless steel hardware and accessories. 

The decking slats are impervious to water and do not require 

maintenance. The tower is height adjustable and is supplied 

with lockable wheels.

Scully Outdoor Designs Australia Pty Ltd

www.scully.net.au

HIGH-
PERFORMANCE 
CEMENT GROUT
PERMACOLOR Select from 

LATICRETE is an advanced, 

high-performance cement 

grout that is said to offer the 

industry’s first dispersible dry 

pigment solution. It is designed for virtually all types of residential 

and commercial installations and offers optimum performance on 

the most demanding exterior or interior applications. Easy to mix, 

grout and clean, PERMACOLOR Select is fast setting and is suit-

able for joints 1/16″ to 1/2″ (1.5 to 12 mm) wide on floors or walls.

The product separates the coloured pigment from the highly 

engineered PERMACOLOR Select Base. Select the size and colour, 

and eliminate excess inventory cost, inventory space and hassle 

traditionally associated with grout.

Equipped with STONETECH sealer technology, it offers enhanced 

stain resistance, and the Kevlar reinforcement means it is crack 

and shrink resistant. The fast-setting formula means it is ready 

for foot traffic in as little as 3 h.

The product is available in 40 lifestyle colours as well as top 

competitor colours.

LATICRETE Pty Ltd

www.laticrete.com.au

http://www.waterlillyaustralia.com
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Filter Max Series
MFV available in 8 sizes. Manufactured 
from high density food grade. Polyethylene 
suitable for high performance & reliability.

EPH Series Heavy Duty Pump
This pump delivers high flow & energy ef-
ficiency ultra performance. 2” suction & a 
discharge port with transparent lid. A ring 
lock seal designed to eliminate suction 
leaks & maximise suction efficiency.

E-Lunnen Underwater Light
The sleek 35W colour changing LED uses less 
energy than your traditional Halogen underwa-
ter light. Continuous operation if a single LED 
fails. 7 fixed colours for individual preferences. 
8 fascinating pre-programmed colours from 
continuous to fading in & out.

Ultra Series Filtration Combo with Pre-Filter
Designed for easy set-up above ground pool, 
“ULTRA” Series filtration combo offers an eco-
nomical solution with user-friendly operation. 
The combo inludes durable top mount plastic 
filter tank, 4-way multiport valve and swim-
ming pool pump attached with base.

1300 293 633  info@emaux.com.au  
www.emaux.com.au

PRODUCT
PAVILION

COGENERATION UNITS
Available through Simons Green Energy, YANMAR Micro 

Cogeneration units use natural gas or biogas to produce 

electricity on-site while converting the waste heat from the 

engine into hot water for pool heating, showers, space 

heating or any other heating requirements.

The range includes 5, 10 and 25 kW units, which 

have efficiencies of up to 85%, compared to the 25% 

efficiency of coal-fired grid-supplied electricity, according 

to the company.

The cogeneration systems are suitable for a range of 

small-scale applications where electricity and heating are required. They are 

suitable for applications such as swimming pools, health spas, hotels, nursing 

homes, apartment buildings and large residential properties.

The systems are compact, standalone, plug-and-play units, supplied with 

integrated dump radiator, ventilation and inverter. They can be daisy-chained 

for increased output and will load follow to suit a site’s instantaneous elec-

tricity demand.

An IP44 standard and protective powder coating, plus low operational noise 

of 50 to 62 dB, makes the units suitable for both indoor and outdoor installation. 

All units have remote monitoring and diagnostics capabilities. The maintenance 

interval for the natural gas units is 10,000 h and 6000 h for the biogas units.

Simons Green Energy

www.simonsgreenenergy.com.au

ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
Waterco has extended its Trident range of pool cleaners with the Trident Eco robotic 

pool cleaner, which has been designed to save water, energy and chemicals while 

being economical to operate.

The lightweight cleaner delivers good cleaning efficiency, particularly finer filtration 

collection. Software controlled and guided so it achieves maximum pool coverage, the 

cleaner learns the layout of the pool each time it is run through the cleaning cycle.

It is equipped with algorithms that allow it to escape from various situations in 

the pool, including manoeuvring around large main drains, meaning it does not 

require redirection during a cleaning cycle.

It identifies pool walls and other barriers by detecting the change in angle on the 

pool floor. After encountering several different walls, the robot is able to distinguish 

between pool length and width, which then allows it to keep moving around the 

pool to reach all surfaces.

Made by Maytronics, the cleaner has a top access filtration system that is easy 

to remove and clean, plus a quick water release that also prevents dirt escaping 

back into the pool. Its active brushing action scrubs away algae and bacteria.

Waterco Limited

www.waterco.com.au



Award Winning 
Technology

• 30% Higher Performance
• 30% Reduced Electricity Consumption
• Longer Lasting

• 30% Higher Performance
• 30% Reduced Electricity Consumption
• Longer Lasting

Awarded Gold for Sustainability 

The Future Of Pool Heat Pump Technology

supremeheating.com.au

http://www.supremeheating.com.au
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INDUSTRYCHOICE

HEATSEEKER NOVA INVERTER HEAT PUMP

Supreme Heating
1300 787 978
www.supremeheating.com.au

Product name
Heatseeker Nova inverter heat pump

Application
The award-winning Heatseeker Nova is an inverter heat pump 
designed to efficiently and consistently heat your swimming pool 
year-round, while using up to 30% less electricity. The inverter 
heat pump heats your swimming pool water using the same 
principles of a reverse-cycle air conditioner that heats your home. 
The warmer it is, the better it works.

What features separate this product from 
others on the market?
Heatseeker Nova’s unique and innova-
tive DC inverter technology allows you 
to vary or modulate the speed of the 
compressor — much like a variable 
speed swimming pool pump. Outstanding 
electrical savings, super-quiet operation 
and soft-start technology enhance the 
lifespan of the associated components. 
The use of the digital scroll technology 
optimises the output of the compressor, 
which ensures maximum power and electri-
cal savings as the pool water heats up and 
maintains temperature.

The award-winning Heatseeker Nova has 
also incorporated a spiral titanium heat ex-
changer to further enhance its efficiency. The 
enhanced performance and reduced electrical 
consumption creates opportunities to provide sustainable alter-
natives to traditional solar systems. Heatseeker Nova can also 
utilise the free surplus electricity produced by solar photovoltaic 
panels to reduce your running costs, while maintaining your pool 
temperature during the warmer months. Best of all, the pre-tested 
systems are easy to install and operate.

What significant benefit does it offer to the 
installer?
The award-winning Heatseeker Nova can be installed as a solar 
alternative running completely independently or can be installed in 
line with filtration where independent lines from the pool are not 
available. The flexibility of installation, therefore, gives the installer 
options as to the set-up and running of the Heatseeker Nova.

What significant benefit does it offer to the end user?
30% higher efficiency, 30% reduced electrical consumption, longer 
lasting components, ease of operation, consistent pool temperature.

Does the product provide any additional 
advantages?
Apart from the reduced electrical consumption, the award-winning 
Heatseeker Nova heat pump also eliminates the need to install solar 
on a roof. This is most advantageous in the instance where roof 
space is at a premium and eliminates the OHS issues surrounding 
working at heights, both for installation and future serviceability.

Are there any design/
construction/compliance elements 

that make it stand out?
DC inverter technology, a digital scroll com-
pressor and a titanium spiral heat exchanger 
are only found packaged together in the 
Heatseeker Nova heat pump.

Additional information
Supreme Heating, 2015 SPASA Awards 
of Excellence winner, is proud to include 
the Heatseeker Nova inverter heat pump 
in its range. Chosen by an expert panel 
of judges from numerous awards en-
trants, the Heatseeker Nova inverter 
heat pump demonstrated the best 
savings of energy, being awarded 
Gold in the category of Sustainability.
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

DROWNING DETECTION 
SYSTEM
Drowning is a quiet event — unlike 

the movies, when people drown in 

real life it is usually silent and often 

unobserved. In a recent near-tragedy 

in the United States, a 13-year-old 

boy was completely overlooked by 

lifeguards, patrons and even by some-

one unknowingly capturing the incident 

on film, as he sank to the bottom of 

a crowded pool, where he remained for around a minute. The boy was pulled 

from the water and taken to hospital in a critical condition, where he was placed 

in an induced coma.

There are many reasons incidents like this occur:

•	 Lifeguards are charged with looking after many patrons at once

•	 Surface glare and water disturbance

•	 Other distractions such as noise or temperature

•	 Being on duty for extended periods

Investment in technology like the Poseidon drowning detection system helps sup-

port lifeguards and aquatic centre managers. The use of this technology improves 

detection time and adds a layer of protection that complements a lifesaver’s vigilance.

Maytronics Australia

www.maytronics.com.au/

WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Depolox Pool E700 P from Wallace and Tiernan incorporates all the 

features of current water management systems, such as DIN contact and 

a shock chlorination menu, but it offers increased functionality through 

access via smartphone or PC when connected to the internet, meaning 

pool levels can be tracked remotely and at any time of the day or night.

Other features of the Depolox Pool E700 P include time-efficient updates 

and expansions, trend diagrams for all measured parameters and the option 

to fit up to five sensors, making it a truly customisable solution.

The unit can also measure and control the critical disinfection parameters 

of free chlorine, pH and ORP, as well as conductivity, and provides a control 

output for these measurements and chloramination control through a UV 

control output — all while being operated by a touchscreen control pad.

Evoqua Water Technologies Pty Ltd

www.evoqua.com

http://www.zelbrite.com
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GLASS THERAPY HEALS  
HYDROTHERAPY POOL

An important aspect of rehabilitation after major surgery or injury, 
hydrotherapy is also especially suitable for older people as it relieves 
pressure on sore joints while providing resistance to build muscle. 
However, given the vulnerable nature of the people who tend to use 
this therapy, it’s absolutely vital that hydrotherapy pools be free of 
harmful bacteria.

Leicester Hospital, one of the UK’s largest and busiest hospitals, has 
a busy hydrotherapy pool that is filled during the week with patients and 
staff, while on weekends it is patronised by parents and babies. Seven 
days a week, the 40 m3 pool has a high bather load. The water quality 
needs to exceed health and safety standards to protect those who use it.

Unfortunately, the filtration system struggled to cope with the 
bather numbers and water quality issues led to the pool being closed 
on a regular basis.

Serving more than one million people living in the nearby counties 
of Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland, Leicester Hospital’s 
rehabilitation program relies heavily on the pool being available five 
days a week, with four to six patients using the pool each hour. To 
continue serving the community, the pool’s filtration system needed to 
be addressed — and quickly. Hydrospec, the UK’s premier contractor 
to the commercial swimming pool sector, was called in to resolve the 
issue. The company recommended Waterco’s Glass Pearl Media to 
bring the water quality up to scratch.

“There were always problems on a Monday at the Leicester 
Hospital hydrotherapy pool, which led to cancellations of important 

appointments at the start of the week,” explained Hydrospec Managing 
Director John Cheek.

“The best filtration media needed to be used in this installation, as 
this is considered a high-risk pool.

“Waterco Glass Pearls were used as independent tests confirmed 
that Waterco glass pearls could filter down to an impressive 3 micron 
and as a result were far superior in filtration than other media available, 
including sand and crushed glass media.”

Made of 100% pure glass, the chemically inert pearls also offer an 
extra benefit: they need less frequent backwashing than other media 
types, reducing the maintenance required. The small particle size 
range of 0.6 to 0.8 mm means they are able to filter out contaminants 
down to 3 microns, unlike other media types like sand.

“The filtration rate is at 22 m3/h/m2. Plus it backwashes at only 
16 m3/h/m2 and this fluidises the bed extremely well,” said Cheek.

“In November 2013, Hydrospec installed a Waterco SPDD1200 
Nozzle Plate Filter with a 1.2 m bed depth with Waterco Glass Pear 
Media with great results.

“Microbiological tests are carried out on a weekly basis in-house. 
No problems have arisen since the installation and the client is very 
happy with it. We continue to service and maintain this site and have 
inspected the filter and media on several occasions and have not 
found any issues.”

Waterco Limited  
www.waterco.com.au

PROJECT COMPLETE
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Coming Events
August
What: LIWA Aquatics Annual State 
Conference 2015
When: 10 to 11 August
Where: Esplanade Hotel Fremantle
Website: www.liwaaquatics.org.au/
events/conference/13-liwa-aquatics-
annual-state-conference-2015.html

What: Amusement & Attraction Africa
When: 13 to15 August
Where: Johannesburg, South Africa
Website: www.attractionsafrica.net

What: Aquafutures International 
Conference 2015
When: 14 to 16 August
Where: Sea World Resort, Gold Coast
Website: www.aquafutures.com.au

What: SPASA Australia National 
Convention and Supplier Expo
When: 24 to 25 August
Where: Sydney Showground
Website: www.spasaconvention.org.au
October

What: 2015 World Aquatic Health 
Conference
When: 7 to 9 October
Where: Scottsdale Plaza Resort, 
Arizona
Website: www.thewahc.org

What: Piscina & Wellness  
Barcelona 2015
When: 13 to 16 October
Where: Fira Gran Via  
Exhibition Centre, Spain
Website: www.salonpiscina.com

What: LIWA Aquatics South West 
Seminar 2015
When: 21 October
Where: Albany Leisure Centre
Website: www.liwaaquatics.org.au/
events/conference/14-2015-regional-
seminar-albany.html

What: aquanale 2015
When: 27 to 30 October
Where: Cologne, Germany
Website: www.aquanale.de

What: FSB
When: 27 to 30 October
Where: Cologne, Germany
Website: www.fsb-cologne.com

What: LIWA Aquatics Wheatbelt 
Seminar 2015
When: 28 October
Where: Kondinin Aquatic Centre
Website: www.liwaaquatics.org.au/
events/conference/15-2015-regional-
seminar-kondinin.html
November

What: International Pool | Spa |  
Patio Expo
When: 10 to 12 November
Where: Mandalay Bay Convention 
Centre, Las Vegas
Website: www.poolspapatio.com
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